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Quick facts: Remember these points
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gestational surrogacy is a process that requires medical and legal expertise
Intended parents and surrogates are matched by the Circle Surrogacy team
Choosing an egg donor is an important step in the intended parent journey
Intended parent legal representation is provided by Circle Surrogacy
The SPAR program offers HIV positive men the option to contribute
their genetic material
Surrogacy costs can vary, and Circle has an all-inclusive cost program to
eliminate surprise costs and help Intended Parents plan financially
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Introduction
Same sex and trans individuals and couples may need the assistance of a surrogate
and egg donor to turn their dream of having a family into reality.
At Circle Surrogacy, we believe that sexual orientation and gender identity should
not be barriers to parenthood. We’ve helped hundreds of members of the
LGBTQIA+ community become parents since 1995. And roughly half of the
intended parents we work with identify as part of the LGBTQIA+ community.
In addition to our work in building families, our joint efforts with non-profit agencies,
such as Family Equality Council and Gay and Lesbian Advocates and Defenders
(GLAD), are a reflection of our commitment to both our current and future gay
intended parents.

Helpful Links
•

LGBTQ Parenting with Circle Surrogacy

•

Gays With Kids

•

A Surrogacy Journey: Family Pride
blog by Anthony Brown
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What is surrogacy?
Gestational surrogacy is a process that requires medical and legal expertise.
The baby is usually biologically connected to one of the partners and is conceived
via in vitro fertilization (IVF). Intended parents can also opt to create embryos
with genetic connection to both bio parents.
Through IVF, embryos are created in a lab.
Some people choose to use family members
or friends as egg donors; but most choose
to find a match through our database
of egg donors. At a fertility clinic,
these embryos are implanted in a
surrogate, who carries the
baby(ies) to term.
Your surrogate – or gestational carrier
– will carry and care for your baby until
delivery day. Most intended parents
attend the birth of their baby when possible.

Helpful Links
•

Search Our Egg Donor Database

•

How Surrogates and Intended Parents are Matched

•

Surrogacy Process for Intended Parents
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How are surrogates and
intended parents matched?
Our goal is to make matches that meet the legal, personal, and emotional needs of
intended parents, surrogates, and egg donors.
When we believe we have found a good fit, we will send you a profile. If you and your
proposed surrogate wish to work together, we help you set up a video call so you can
start to get to know one another. If everyone feels comfortable with the match, we
proceed to the contract stage.
The video meeting is the first step toward establishing your relationship with your
surrogate. We pride ourselves on nurturing the relationship between intended
parents and surrogates because our experience and research has shown that it is best
for the child.
Children who know their origin stories
grow up with a stronger sense of identity.
Every child reacts differently. Some are
curious and want to meet their surrogate.
Others aren’t interested. Establishing a
relationship with your surrogate makes
meetings in the future natural. It also
helps you throughout the journey if
there are any bumps along the way.
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Choosing an egg donor
Choosing an egg donor may seem intimidating, but there is no need to worry. Circle
guides you through the process. If you are looking for an egg donor with specific
qualities, we use recruiting efforts to help find the egg donor you are looking for.
Many gay intended parents choose an egg donor who has physical characteristics
similar to the partner who is not contributing genetic material. Some look for an egg
donor who shares their ethnic background. Others may emphasize education,
hobbies, or interests.
It can be helpful to make a list of search criteria before you begin.
Things to consider are:
• Physical attributes (hair/eye color)
• Race/ethnicity
• Education
• Previous fertility
• Geography
Within each donor profile, you’ll
find a tremendous amount of
additional information, including:
•
•
•
•

“Look for an egg donor
who fits into your vision
of your family,”

says Bruce Hale, father
through egg donor surrogacy.

Personal information
Favorite hobbies, activities, foods
Family medical history
Motivation for becoming a donor

You may not know what you're looking for in a donor, and that's okay! Some
intended parents take the "I'll know her when I see her" approach.
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What legal work is involved?
Legal representation for intended parents is provided through an agreement with
Circle Surrogacy. You will need to negotiate agreements with your surrogate and egg
donor, who are represented by separate counsel. The post-birth legal work that’s
necessary to secure your parental rights varies based on where you and your surrogate
reside.
Circle works with a network of local attorneys
to ensure your parental rights are secure.
You will obtain a judgment of paternity,
complete an adoption, or obtain a
custody order before returning home.
We encourage many of our
LGBTQIA+ couples to do a
second-parent adoption where
it is available.
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Special Program of Assisted
Reproduction (SPAR)
Through our SPAR program, we offer parenthood options uniquely tailored for
HIV-positive men. Highly sensitive PCR tests for HIV in semen are used to minimize
the risk of cryobanking sperm that could transmit the virus to the carrier and child.

The process
•
•
•

Collection of two HIV undetectable samples
Semen specimens are tested for HIV, 'washed', and cryopreserved
Treatment is performed at infertility clinic
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What is the cost of surrogacy
and egg donation?
Circle Surrogacy & Egg Donation is the leading surrogacy agency because we always
put our Intended Parents’ needs first. Our program and surrogacy costs are structured
to achieve two primary goals: success and cost security.
Circle is proud to offer the all-inclusive Journey Protection Guarantee Program,
which is designed to help as many Intended Parents as possible bring home a baby
while reducing variable costs.
For specific pricing for your journey, please contact our Parent Intake Team at:
info@circlesurrogacy.com or at 617.439.9900
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What are LGBTQIA+ parents
saying about Circle?
First of all, we would like to thank you SO MUCH
for all your help throughout this journey.
Your objective, calm and re-assuring ways
were so vital in making this process a more
comfortable one. The girls are doing great!
They are both a little over 7 pounds.
Sonia and Eliana are little dolls. They are
getting bigger and chunkier by the day.
We are SO thankful to our surrogate.
We are Skyping her tomorrow.
We all plan on staying in touch.
- Tony and Gabriel

Dear Circle,
We have a daughter. Because of all of you, we
have a family. You’ve guided us to our dream
and we are forever grateful. You have warmed
our hearts, warmed our souls, and with your
lovely blanket gift, warmed our precious baby
girl, Pearl Anne. Thank you, with love,
- Brian and Matt
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Why Circle Surrogacy?
Relationship-Building and Long-Term Support
We have always emphasized known egg donation. Although you are welcome to
choose anonymous or semi-known donation, we believe nothing is more
important for the psychological and physical well-being
of your child than having an egg donor who is available
later to meet your child, if he or she desires, and to
update you on medical history changes
should they occur. Learn more about Known Egg Donation.
We build relationships between intended parents and surrogates (and known egg
donors). We believe this makes the process more rewarding to everyone involved,
including the children, who can later meet the women who helped bring them into
the world.
We do this by providing support to everyone throughout the process,
from the time of consultation through the return home and even after. Everyone
is assigned a program coordination team offering full support throughout the
entire process.
We think long term. We prepare for every possibility that may arise.
Founder, John Weltman, and his husband, Cliff, are fathers
through surrogacy. They know firsthand the unique challenges
gay couples face in the hopes of becoming parents.
Circle is committed to offering a variety of surrogacy options to
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender intended parents.
Further, many of our gay and lesbian staff members bring their
own personal experiences and passion to their work.
These factors make Circle Surrogacy the leading gay-focused
surrogacy agency in the United States. Our goal is for you to
have one of the most rewarding experiences of your life.
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The next step:
Schedule a consultation
Our consultations are designed to allow intended parents to share
their story with us, and for Circle to inform and educate about
surrogacy, the process, and what to
expect on your journey.
Read more about what to expect during a surrogacy consultation.
When you are ready to schedule yours,
you can email us at: info@circlesurrogacy.com
or call us at: 617.439.9900
We look forward to partnering you on your journey to parenthood.

Together, we make parenthood possible.
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